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Redemption-Amy Miles 2019-07-24 Roseline teeters on the brink of insanity. A string of gruesome murders A tremulous pact. Lives hang in the balance. Two deadly tasks. An epic battle. Redemption is coming... Roseline Enescue has always been a warrior, the fiercest of her kind, but when she is stripped of her strength and left teetering on
the edge of insanity, she is forced to rely on the one person she trusts the least. As Fane and Nicolae fight to save Sadie's life, they find themselves pulled into a tremulous truce between hunter and immortal when a string of gruesome murders break out. The lines have been drawn and the battle preparations have begun, but only Gabriel can
save them all...if he can survive the final two tasks. The first battle may be over, but the war has only just begun. Redemption is coming...
Forbidden-Amy Miles 2012-01-06 Roseline does not like being labeled a vampire. She wants to live a normal life so she leaves her abusive husband and heads to America. She hopes to hide as a student in a prep school, but when she meets Gabriel her hopes are shattered and fear takes over her life.
Evermore-Amy Miles 2014-02-03 An Arotas novella. I pledge my heart, my life, my soul to you on this day and all the days to come. My life, bonded to yours, if you will have me. ~ Gabriel, Redemption With a single vow and a swift blow, everything Roseline Enescue held dear is stripped away. The battle is over, but the victory is far from
sweet. Laying Gabriel to rest in the Enescue family mausoleum beside her beloved friend and former lover, Fane is the hardest thing she has ever had to do. With an eternity of loneliness stretching out before her, Roseline withdraws into herself, shutting everyone out. Even Elias, Gabriel's guardian angel leaves her to mourn by herself, but
his sudden return brings about a series of thrilling and terrifying events, the likes of which will forever change the course of her life. Follow Roseline and Gabriel as they are reunited after death, enjoy Sadie and Nicolae's fiery romance, experience William's growing feelings of uselessness and discover what happens when there is no one left
to control the forces of darkness. With a single vow everything changed. A prophecy yet to be fulfilled. A new legacy to last the ages. EVERMORE, an Arotas novella. The final installment.
Wither-Amy Miles 2016-10-04 After an epidemic swept across America like a biblical plague, the government leapt into the fray with the release of a new vaccine—but what was meant to bring salvation to the survivors instead brought damnation. Mutations began within days of the drug’s release and the Withered Ones were born—those
neither alive nor dead. They walked the streets, unblinking and unaware. And they were starting to evolve. Growing up on the streets taught Avery Whitlock how to care for herself, but nothing could have prepared her for the outbreak of deadly gangs, a corrupt government bent on using her blood for experiments and the depths to which
desperate people would go to survive. She soon discovered that it was not the Withered Ones that she needed to fear, but those still human. The ones who knew how to put a gun to her head when they wanted something from her. Avery will be forced to decide how far she would will go to survive just one more day.
Jasper-Amy Miles 2017-08-17 Nothing is at it seems. My name is Aspen Roan. Working for a high-end escort service in the heart of London, I pride myself in keeping clients at arm's length. I am not a stripper or a hooker. And I don't pleasure men for anything or anyone. Period. At least that is until Jasper Theron crosses my path and
challenges everything I believe in. He is wealthy, mysterious, and devilishly good looking. Why the hell is he interested in me? When my co-workers start turning up dead and my best friend goes missing, I find myself trapped in Jasper's world of sex, lies, and hit men. Jasper may be a man haunted by demons, but I am far from a saint.
The Nowhere Girls-Amy Reed 2019-07-09 “A call-to-action to everyone out there who wants to fight back.” —Bustle “Scandal, justice, romance, sex positivity, subversive anti-sexism—just try to put it down.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “Cuts straight to the core of rape culture—masterfully fierce, stirring, and deeply empowering.”
—Amber Smith, New York Times bestselling author of The Way I Used to Be Three misfits come together to avenge the rape of a fellow classmate and trigger a change in the misogynist culture at their high school transforming the lives of everyone around them in this searing and timely story. Who are the Nowhere Girls? They’re everygirl.
But they start with just three: Grace Salter is the new girl in town, whose family was run out of their former community after her southern Baptist preacher mom turned into a radical liberal after falling off a horse and bumping her head. Rosina Suarez is the queer punk girl in a conservative Mexican immigrant family, who dreams of a life
playing music instead of babysitting her gaggle of cousins and waitressing at her uncle’s restaurant. Erin Delillo is obsessed with two things: marine biology and Star Trek: The Next Generation, but they aren’t enough to distract her from her suspicion that she may in fact be an android. When Grace learns that Lucy Moynihan, the former
occupant of her new home, was run out of town for having accused the popular guys at school of gang rape, she’s incensed that Lucy never had justice. For their own personal reasons, Rosina and Erin feel equally deeply about Lucy’s tragedy, so they form an anonymous group of girls at Prescott High to resist the sexist culture at their school,
which includes boycotting sex of any kind with the male students. Told in alternating perspectives, this groundbreaking novel is an indictment of rape culture and explores with bold honesty the deepest questions about teen girls and sexuality.
Desolate-Amy Miles 2019-07-25 A wedding massacre. An innocence stolen. Mortality stripped away. In a single night, everyone Roseline Dragomir has ever loved is slaughtered before her eyes. Alone in the world and bound by a solemn marriage vow to a vicious murderer, she must find a strength buried deep within her to keep going or risk
completely losing herself. When a mysterious stranger crosses her path, Roseline will discover that not all immortals are evil. Some even bear emotional scars that run just as deep as her own. Will she uncover a will not just to survive...but to fight back? *Desolate is the prequel to my Age of the Fallen series. Due to the nature of this story,
Desolate contains some dark scenes that may be triggering for some people. Please preview this book prior to buying it for YA readers.
Reckoning-Amy Miles 2019-07-22 Gabriel is gone. Roseline is left with questions that refuse answers and only the memory of a man she vows to hunt and kill, but to do so, she must call a truce with her sworn enemy. Together, Roseline and Nicolae track Fane to the underbelly of London, in search of Gabriel's kidnappers, but when Malachian Immortal with mystifying origin- presents himself as their guide, Roseline discovers she is not the only one looking for Gabriel. Buried within the secret chambers of the infamous Hellfire Club, Roseline discovers a grim truth: Gabriel isn't just a pawn being used by the Arotas prophecy, and those who seek to control its power. He is Arotas.
Everything Roseline has ever known about her brethren is about to change. Emotions flare, friendships sever and the newly formed bonds between enemies are tested as she delves into realms hardly conceived. They are trapped in the midst of a battle that has been waging since the beginning of time.
Savage-Amy Miles 2019-07-25 An innocence forgotten. A love abandoned. A new era begins.The world has changed. Humans live, fall in love, and return to the dirt from which they came, but for Roseline Enescue, time stands still. Many years pass without word from Fane, long enough for the feel of his touch to wane and she begins to doubt
that he ever truly existed at all. Vladimir continues in his ruthless pursuit to destroy her spirit. Plagued by the sinister whispers of his brother, Lucian, her husband turns to new methods of torture that leave Roseline on the brink of insanity. As rumors spread among the humans of vile monsters that inhabit Bran Castle, giving way to wild
legend and myth, she is forced to fight alongside the family she despises in order to survive. Soon it is no longer survival that she longs for...but blood.
Sixty Meters to Anywhere-Brendan Leonard 2016-03-22 • The author is a popular journalist and blogger and the creator of Semi-rad.com • A full journey—from confusion to clarity, remorse to redemption • Will appeal to those searching for adventure and purpose When Brendan Leonard finished substance abuse treatment at age 23, he was
lost. He knew what not to do—not drink alcohol and not get arrested again. But no one had told him what it was that he could do. He quickly realized that he had to reinvent himself, to find something other than alcohol and its social constructions to build his life around. A few years later, Brendan was sober and had completed a graduate
degree in journalism, but he still felt he was treading water, searching for direction. Then his brother gave him a climbing rope. And along that sixty-meter lifeline, Brendan gradually found redemption in the crags of the American West. He became a climber, someone who learned to push past fear, to tough it out during long, grueling days in
the mountains; someone who supported his partners, keeping them safe in dangerous situations and volatile environments; someone with confidence, purpose, and space to breathe. Sixty Meters to Anywhere is the painfully honest story of a life changed by climbing, and the sometimes nervous, sometimes nerve-wracking, and often awkward
first years of recovery. In the mountains, Leonard ultimately finds a second chance.
My Fair Junkie-Amy Dresner 2017-09-12 In the tradition of Blackout and Permanent Midnight, a darkly funny and revealing debut memoir of one woman's twenty-year battle with sex, drugs, and alcohol addiction, and what happens when she finally emerges on the other side. Growing up in Beverly Hills, Amy Dresner had it all: a top-notch
private school education, the most expensive summer camps, and even a weekly clothing allowance. But at 24, she started dabbling in meth in San Francisco and unleashed a fiendish addiction monster. Soon, if you could snort it, smoke it, or have sex with, she did. Smart and charming, with Daddy's money to fall back on, she sort of managed
to keep it all together. But on Christmas Eve 2011 all of that changed when, high on Oxycontin, she stupidly "brandished" a bread knife on her husband and was promptly arrested for "felony domestic violence with a deadly weapon." Within months, she found herself in the psych ward--and then penniless, divorced, and looking at 240 hours of
court-ordered community service. For two years, assigned to a Hollywood Boulevard "chain gang," she swept up syringes (and worse) as she bounced from rehabs to halfway houses, all while struggling with sobriety, sex addiction, and starting over in her forties. In the tradition of Orange Is the New Black and Jerry Stahl's Permanent
Midnight, Amy Dresner's My Fair Junkie is an insightful, darkly funny, and shamelessly honest memoir of one woman's battle with all forms of addiction, hitting rock bottom, and forging a path to a life worth living.
Fenicus Flint & the Dragons of Berathor-C W J Henderson 2013-01-12 Fenicus Flint, a young dragon, lives with the last of his fading species in a secluded mountain sanctuary known as Berathor Valley. When he awakens from an accident that leaves him injured and temporarily unable to fly, Fenicus discovers that the peace and tranquility of
his homeland has been shattered; Berathor is in ruins and his loved ones abducted. With few clues to guide him, the young dragon embarks on a dangerous quest beyond the sheltering walls of his homeland to find his loved ones before their flame is extinguished forever.
Miles to Go-Amy Dawson Robertson 2010 All Rennie Vogel wants is to serve her country. Rennie has devoted her life and body to training as an FBI counterterrorism operative. The brutal pace has slowly stripped away her private life until only the most fleeting contacts with other women are possible. When her ambition of being the first
woman ever considered to join CT3 is finally realized, she pushes herself to the limit to earn the position. When one disaster after another befalls her, Rennie finds herself alone. Only then does she begin to unravel the misdirection and deceit that surrounds their first assignment, and to wonder if her failure, not her success, was part of the
plan. Ultimately, with miles through an inhospitable landscape and an ambiguous enemy between her and safety, Rennie must decide if she can trust the one thing she never has before: another woman. ======================
Redemption River-Lindsay Cross 2015-10-23 Hunter James didn't want or need redemption. Until one mission turns his world upside down. He left Mercy to fight for his country and escape a broken heart. Years later, he is hard. Cold. A man without mercy. Part of an elite Task Force, he tracks a brutal terrorist to his home town. And runs into
the woman who betrayed him... Evangeline Videl was destroyed when Hunter left. Determined to move on, she finds another man, but discovers too late the monster hidden beneath his smooth smile. Struggling to find the conviction to live, Evie finds her life spinning out of control. Then Hunter returns... Forced to band together to find the
terrorist before its too late, Hunter and Evie must learn to forgive or risk losing the promise of redemption and their lives...
The Redemption of Charlie McCoy-C. Wilsher 2016-12-16 What do you value when you have nothing left to lose? Charlie is set up to take the fall for a burglary of a powerful mob boss's house. But he gets the drop on his partner, and he manages to escape with his life and a bag full of CD-ROMs that incriminate some dirty politicians. Now both
the mob and the FBI are in hot pursuit. He's on his way out of town when his ex-wife unexpectedly saddles him with Amy, his smartass, know-it-all thirteen-year-old daughter. He barely knows Amy, and there are things he's not telling her, such as how he makes a living; but she seems to understand Charlie better than he does himself--such as
how he could be better than what he is. When the mob tortures and murders his ex-wife in an effort to locate Charlie, he realizes he's all that Amy has left. Now time is running out for him to engineer an escape while insuring neither of them ends up dead.
The Withered-Amy Miles 2017-01-10 I always thought when the apocalypse finally began I would be swinging my baseball bat at the zombies with the best of them. I was prepped and ready to smash in some undead heads if the need ever arose. The problem is—no one ever warned me that I would have to dread the humans even more. The
ones who still remember their names and how to put a gun to your temple when they want something. Do not fear the Withered Ones. Fear the ones still human. This is an omnibus edition featuring the first three books in The Withered series: Wither, Resurrect and Affliction. Wither After an epidemic swept across the nation, the government
foolishly rushed the creation of a vaccine—but what was meant to bring salvation instead brought damnation. Human mutations birthed a new species, but Avery Whitlock soon learned that the top threat against her survival was not the Withered Ones—but the ones still human. Resurrect After enduring a kidnapping, brutal gang attacks and
the death of the man she loved, Avery Whitlock believed she could survive anything—until she discovered that she was being hunted. The Withered had mutated and she had reason to believe that evolution couldn’t be stopped—especially when it was genetically engineered. Affliction No longer fully human, but unwilling to accept her fate as a
flesh-eating zombie, Avery Whitlock abandoned the only place she could call home in order to save the man she loved from herself. Driven to prevent anyone else from suffering her fate, she stalked the doctor's responsible for the mutations—but with each life she took, her cravings amplified and her grip on humanity slipped.
Anywhere But Here-Jenny Gardiner 2010-10-20 Mary Kate Dupree has been spinning her wheels for too long. Trapped in an abusive marriage to an overbearing good ol’ boy, she finally decides to break the cycle when she heads out to pick up her husband's dry cleaning and instead picks up a handsome hitchhiker. They impulsively set off on a
road trip of self-discovery, peeling away layers of their dark pasts en route to Niagara Falls, but once there will they take the leap?
Dark Demons-Jessica Miles 2013-03-14 When Fiona's troubled marriage is ended by the sudden death of her husband Jack, she is thrown into a deep depression and inner turmoil that she can see no end of.It is a simple, everyday event that finally brings her out of the grey world she inhabits and inspires her to start a brand new life in a very
different home.But Fiona's idyllic new house harbours a dark secret. An evil demonic presence lies dormant inside and it seems that Fiona has provided the perfect catalyst it needs to awaken...Will Fiona's charming new neighbour help her in her time of need or will her situation just scare him away?* * * * *Contains: occult references, mildly
descriptive sex scenes, frequent profanity..This book is suitable for young adults plus.
Let Yahshua Rock Your World-Murline Miles 2009-08 This Torah-based book will help clarify your understanding of the Messiah's Truth from a Hebraic perspective.
Liv, Forever-Amy Talkington 2014-03-11 This debut ghostly romance, set at a sinister boarding school, is “spooky, sexy, strange, and shocking,” says Printz and National Book Award finalist E. Lockhart. When Liv Bloom lands an art scholarship at Wickham Hall, she’s thrilled. The school’s traditions and rituals may be a little strange, but for
the first time ever she has her own studio, supplies—everything she could want. Including Malcolm Astor, a legacy student with his own art obsession. Liv’s defenses melt, despite warnings from fellow scholarship kid Gabe Nichols not to get involved with Malcom. But her bliss is doomed; weeks after arriving, Liv is viciously murdered. Gabe,
the only one who can see her, is now her sole link to the world of the living. Together, Liv, Gabe, and Malcolm fight to expose the terrible truth that haunts the halls of Wickham.
Hollow Earth-Amy Miles 2018-09-04 Taryn Ferrying the dead used to be my job. Kicking Lorcan arse was my duty. Now I'm stuck pretending to be a bloody Royal. Thanks to Prince Aed's rash attempt to save my life, I'm forced to live under the Queen's disapproving eye. I'm being whisked from one end of Netherworld to the other so Aed can
court girls she deems more eligible than me. I am trying to accept my new role as Aed's betrothed, but my rebellious heart refuses to leave Devlin in my past. As we draw nearer to the Wall separating my realm from the beasts of Hollow Earth, I can feel something is different. The Lorcan souls are changing and that scares the shite out of me.
I'll need Aed and his army by my side if we hope to win the war heading our way, but time will tell if that's as a friend or his new bride. Devlin As a mere human, I never thought I'd fall for a Banshee, but when I met Taryn as she came through the veil of the Netherworld, I was lost to her. Once I find her again, I'll get her out of the womanizing
hands of Prince Aed, get my best mate, Seamus, the help he needs, before those evil Lorcan beasts strike again. Taryn has warned me time and again about the dangers that lurk in her world and to stay away. I can't do that. Not from her. Even if it means I have to walk into hell to find her.
Invasion of Privacy-Ian Sutherland 2015 Your private life is streamed live to a global audience. But no one told you about the cameras hidden in your home. And now a killer is watching, learning, planning . . . The brutal murder of a beautiful young cellist has stumped DI Jenny Price. How did the killer know the victim's most intimate dreams
to lure her so convincingly to her death. Out of leads, Jenny reluctantly accepts the aid of antisocial but attractive witness Brody Taylor, who has come forward with a bizarre theory about hidden webcams broadcasting online from thousands of homes across the country. But Jenny is unaware that the charming Brody is under cover on his own
covert operation. An up-to-the-minute crime thriller that exposes the dark side of life online. WHAT OTHERS SAY ABOUT INVASION OF PRIVACY: “I am a little sad it is over but still buzzing from the superb finale. Looking forward to the next adventure.” "Sutherland deftly weaves dramatic, humanly plausible police procedurals with very
high-level hackery to form a novel both intricately plotted and meticulously produced.” "One of the best debut novels I have read. Crime, murder, sex, friendship, twist and turns, highs and lows are abundant throughout this book.” "If the producers of Homeland or 24 are looking for the next, and very relevant, topical and addictive series, look
no further.”
Goliath's Head-Alan Fleishman 2010-02 GOLIATH'S HEAD tells of a search for courage and hope amidst crushing oppression. Avi Schneider is a Jewish boy growing up in Russia on the eve of early-twentieth-century revolution. He is nine years old when he meets his own personal devil, Viktor Askinov, a brutal youngster who relishes
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tormenting Jews. In the following years, Avi is the object of his tormentor's obsession. Fourteen years later in 1905 the Tsar instigates riots - pogroms - against the poor, teeming Jewish villages. Now a husband and father, Avi takes to the barricades to defend his village from the mob coming to kill the men, rape the women, and burn down his
village. Armed, he again faces Viktor Askinov, who is leading the mob. But he has been warned that if he kills Viktor Askinov, he puts his beautiful young wife Sara and newborn son Itzhak in deadly peril. Avi must decide this night what he stands for. Is it survival at any cost, for himself and those he loves? Or is it righteous vengeance for his
people?
Maa- - - Il Man-Miles R. Cross 2014-12-09 Even though many people view the Post Office unfavorably, they still constantly look forward to seeing their mailman. Yes that person who fills your mailbox with bills and junk mail is loved by most. Relax and let me take you inside of the Post Office and into the life of a mailman that is not too
different from yours. This story has a Chicago setting, but most of these events happen all over America. Come on in and meet great people, irate people, great kids and mischievous kids. Laugh and smile as you recall your run-ins with neighbors and relive your own car troubles and financial situations. Even experience chilling encounters
with man's best friend ---- up close and personal from time to time. So sit back, kick your shoes off, laugh, and enjoy the exciting adventures of a MAA-IL MAN!
Eight Thousand Miles-Helen Mukoro 2014-09-14 Eight Thousand Miles, a story of a woman victim of domestic violence who came to overcome the anguish because of this new man that walked into her life, it is about the lives of victms after divorce. ''You've probably heard repeatedly that women who are in relationships where the man hits is
because they like hits''. Having lived an abusive relationship or psychological abuse, many women still feel vulnerable and have come to lose confidence in themselves. In many cases, the victim is not aware of it until she suffers a bodily assault. However, the consequences of psychological abuse may be more severe and long-lasting way. Eight
Thousand Miles will guide and educate victims of domestic violence on how to move forwad after seperation or divorce. It is an essential orientation for them. We know that some women return to the arms of their aggressors for lack of guidance on this issue. Victims of domestic violence may say they will never love again, my tips, theories,
steps and science will put the smile on their face again, it will help to unlock their heart and they will love again without torture this time. The happiness is possible if victims talk and think less about the domestic violence they experienced or suffered. We must learn to heal wounds. What already was has passed, and however much we want to
tie to our past, the only thing we will get is to hurt ourselves. ''When it comes to who rules our lives, especially when it comes to talking about love and affection, we play the game and make the desicions and no one else''. Eight Thousand Miles play an important role to unlock the heart. We must continue on our path in the pursuit of
happiness to fill the gap life has caused, as we are what we want to be......
Single Handed - The Story of Keith Maze and His Dog Wishbone-Loretta Wade 2012-11-19 Keith Maze has inspired many people during his battle with cancer. Battle is a good way to describe it. Maze is more of a battler than a victim. Maze has always been a fan of the underdog, rooting for and helping them in any way he can. Even during
the darkest days of battling the disease the talented singer organized or performed at many charity events. So who could have imagined that one of the underdogs he helped was, well, a dog? Maze found the Jack Russel named Wishbone annoying in the beginning. Between the frequent fights with another Jack Russel, and constantly dropping
a plastic toy on top of Maze's shoe in an effort to get his attention, the dog was nothing more than a nuisance. But then the dog lost one of it's limbs in a tragic accident and everything changed. The two suddenly had something in common - being "Single Handed". This story will draw a tear to your eye, but have you laughing at the same time.
Not only can you overcome adversity during the worst moments, you can also do it with a smile.
Six Years in Mozambique-Amy Gillespie 2014 With $150 and the belief that all children should be given the skills to keep themselves and their loved ones alive, Amy Gillespie set out for Mozambique to meet the Goliath who had whispered to her in the night, “Come find me.” She could not have imagined all that she would witness and
experience on her journey… beauty, inspiration, humor; as well as corruption, unimaginable suffering, and shadowy threats from unlikely sources. Six Years in Mozambique explores one woman's experience of the gritty reality of aid work, sexuality, and spirituality in Sub-Saharan Africa. It takes a raw look at what it's like to be a single
woman, on the edge of forty years of age, setting off to chase down Goliath, fully certain of success; and how that incredible journey led her to universal truths and surrender. With its sweeping honesty, "Six Years in Mozambique" is the portrayal of an every day life turned extraordinary when a purposeful heart overcomes. This is the story of
change -- the change that happens to you and because of you. Feeling a pulse on every page, it is the heartbeat of determination that tells the story of where real life meets the world according to Africa.
First, Last, and Always-Kim Lehman 2014-11-10 FIVE STAR REVIEW by READERS' FAVORITE A story about first loves, lasting friendships, and remembering that family will always be there, whether you realize it or not. CHARLOTTE Hubbard dreams about falling in love on a daily basis, but she's long rejected the idea that someone would
ever be interested in an overweight, unappealing girl like her; an opinion that is shared by her way more popular and attractive sister who seems to enjoy pointingout Charlotte'sflaws as much as possible. AND . . . Then there's MILES Fiester, who thinks that making the basketball team isas impossible as getting the girl he's liked since grade
school to notice him. He'd have more luck getting his deadbeat dad to visit him for a day.But, in the first few weeks of high school, Charlotte and Miles come todiscover that life is unpredictable, love happens when you least expect it, and there's always a first for everything."
Vengeance-Amy Miles 2014-05-07 Even though memories may be altered, a heart can never forget its true love. Peace has come to Calisted under Illyria's new reign as Queen. Volunteers return to Earth to help its people begin to rebuild. With her new husband at her side, Illyria has many things to celebrate and yet she worries that this time
of peace is only fleeting. Dreams of a man with piercing sapphire blue eyes haunt Illyria nightly and she can't shake the feeling that she knows this stranger, or worse...that he knows her too. When an attack on the palace leaves her imprisoned on a distant planet, Illyria must discover a strength within herself to survive, but she's not fighting
just for herself any more. This time mercy is not an option. All Illyria cares about is vengeance.
Clarissa's Book of Short Stories-K. P. Lee 2015-12-01 This book is specially designed for a child named Clarissa. It is made to encourage children to have fun writing creatively. There are 50 exciting and thought-provoking titles that challenge children to write a one-page short story. For children who love to draw, there is a "Draw a picture!"
area provided for each day. Children can have fun expressing themselves artistically! Ages: 5 - 13 SEE THE LIST OF NAMES CURRENTLY AVAILABLE: BOYS: Aaron Adam Adrian Aidan Alan Alex Allen Andre Andrew Andy Anthony Antonio Arthur Barry Bart Beau Ben Billy Blaine Blake Bob Bradley Brett Brian Brody Bryan Cameron Carlos
Chad Chandler Charles Charlie Chris Christian Clark Cody Colin Connor Dale Damian Daniel Darcy Dario Darryl Dave David Dean Dennis Derek Diego Dion Dominic Duncan Dwayne Dylan Eddy Edward Elijah Elliot Elton Eric Ethan Eugene Evan Fernando Floyd Francis Franco Frank Garcia Gareth Gavin George Gerard Giovanni Glen Gordon
Graeme Graham Grant Greg Hank Hansel Harry Heath Henry Howard Hugh Ian Isaac Ivan Jack Jackie Jacob Jake Jamal James Jamie Jason Jay Jeremy Jerome Jerry Jimmy Joe Joel John Jonathan Jordon Joseph Joshua Justin Kai Kasey Keiran Keith Kelvin Ken Ken Kevin Khalil Koby Kurt Kyle Lachlan Lance Lawrence Lee Leigh Leo Leslie Leyton
Liam Lindsey Lionel Logan Luke Marco Marcus Mario Mark Martin Matthew Matthias Max Michael Miles Morgan Nathan Nathaniel Neil Nick Nigel Noah Norman Oliver Omar Otto Owen Paris Patrick Paul Percy Perry Peter Philip Phillip Phillippe Pierce Quincy Quinn Rafael Ralf Raul Ray Reece Rex Richard Rick Riley River Robbie Robert
Roger Rolf Ronald Ross Roy Rudolf Russel Russell Ryan Sam Samuel Santiago Scott Sean Sebastian Sergio Seth Seymour Shane Shaun Simon Stan Stefan Stephen Steven Stewart Sven Taylor Ted Theo Thomas Toby Tom Tony Travis Trent Trevor Troy Tyler Tyronne Victor Vince Vincent Wallace Warren Wayne Wesley William Wolf Wyatt
Xavier Zach GIRLS: Abby Adeline Adrianna Agatha Aileen Alice Alisha Amber Amy Annabelle Anastasia Angel Angela Angie Anna Anne Annie April Audrey Becky Bella Beth Betty Bianca Bree Brenda Bridget Britney Brooke Caitlin Candice Caroline Carrie Casandra Catherine Cathy Charlene Charlize Chloe Christabel Christina Christine
Christy Cindy Claire Clarissa Claudia Courtney Danielle Daphne Demi Denise Diana Donna Dorothy Ebony Ellen Elisha Eliza Elizabeth Elsa Emma Erica Eva Evelyn Evonne Faye Felicia Fiona Fran Freda Gemma Gina Grace Gretel Gwen Hailey Hanna Hayden Heather Heidi Helen Hillary Ingrid Irene Iris Isabel Isabella Jacelyn Jade Jane Janet
Janine Jasmine Jennifer Jenny Jessica Joan Joanne Jody Joline Joy Joyce Judy Julia Julie Kaitlyn Kala Kaley Karen Kate Katherine Kathleen Katie Katrina Kayla Kaylee Keira Khloe Kiara Kim Kristen Kristina Kylie Lara Laura Lauren Lilian Linda Lisa Lucy Macayla Macy Maddie Maria Marie Martha Mary Megan Melanie Melissa Mia Michelle
Monica Nadia Nadine Naomi Natalie Natasha Nicole Nikki Nina Olivia Ona Oprah Pam Pamela Paula Pauline Penelope Phoebe Rachel Rebecca Rhianna Rita Robin Rosa Rosanne Rose Rosemary Ruby Ruth Sabrina Samantha Sapphire Sarah Sasha Selina Shakira Simone Sofia Sonia Sophia Stacy Stephanie Susan Susannah Susanne Sydney
Tammy Tamsyn Tanya Tara Teresa Thelma Theresa Tiffany Toni Trina Trisha Uma Valerie Vanessa Veronica Violet Virginia Vivian Wendy Whitney Winnie Yolanda Yvonne Zoe *Can't find the name you want? Write to kevinpeterleebooks@gmail.com to request the name you would like. Please allow 10 days for it to be available on Amazon.com
Murmur of the Lonely Brook-Debashis Dey 2012-11-01 Set in the timeless rhythm of life in the hills near Tibet this is a moving tale of life, love and hardship with the sights, sounds and smells that make the people and their hopes, dreams and fears come alive. After marriage Nisha comes to a remote village in the mountainous Tibetan Border
to lead a life among a nomadic clan who follow a simple lifestyle with customs and rituals overlapping Hinduism and Buddhism dating back to ancient times. Pravin is a private person by nature and is happy to marry Nisha, the girl of his choice. Nisha is liked by everyone. Nisha loves her husband Pravin but also enjoys the infatuation from his
brother. She spends her days happily with a perpetually sad mother-in-law Parvati repenting on her past life sins, a short tempered father-in-law Shevak, a love-stricken sister-in-law Ria, a kid goat munching everything, a lamb with a baritone bleat and her husband's brother Diwakar lost in dreams. Everything goes well until Nisha's life is torn
apart by a proposal, and assumed betrayal, by the one and only love of her life, her husband Pravin when he suggests common marriage, an ancient tradition still followed in this region in which both brothers share a single wife, Nisha. The family is supportive save Nisha who is horrified by the thought of sharing her love with someone for
whom she has a brotherly affection. She cannot protest or disagree as it will make her an outcast and the family will throw her away. Her universe crumbles and she feels humiliated and tormented with the new turn of events. As ancient ways confront modern mores, Nisha will be torn between her values and age old customs in this brilliantly
observed novel of ancestral folkways and contemporary families. Will Nisha compromise her values... or will she fight the age-old traditions?
Mileage Log-Business Logs 2017-02-06 Your easy to use mileage record. Keep track of your Mileage/Mileage Log Book/Journal/logbook 102 Pages, 8.5" x 11"
No Daffodils, No Clouds-Tom Lyford 2012-07-01 No Daffodils, No Clouds, like Tom Lyford's earlier poetry books, is a compendium of baby boomer Americana. The table of contents listing, with everything from “Brat Packs” and “Idiots' Guide to Wormholes” to “A Terrible Thing to Waste” and “Poem Nazis,” reads like the big board of Alex
Trebeck's Jeopardy categories. Allow Tom Lyford to personally introduce you to his unwitting mentors Janis Joplin, Bob Dylan, Tom Waits, Leonard Cohen, Stephen King, J. D. Salinger, and Ray Bradbury. Accept the tokens he offers for passage back through the Twilight Zone turnstile to relive those sights and sounds and smells of your '50s
and '60s drive-in movie theater and roller skating pavilion. Contemplate his long view as to where we've been, and where we're headed.But you'll discover no “wandering lonely as a cloud” or “host of daffodils” here. Why? Because legions of Wordsworth wannabes have been doing that since 1802. What you will find, however, is a lot of humor
and heart. You'll find accessible poems that you can understand. And you'll even find creative illustrations…
Dust Eaters North-Ronan Cray 2016-09-23 Ronan Cray's debut novel, Red Sand, won the 2014 Indy Reader Discover Award and earned him a spot on Horror Novel Review's "Top 10 New Horror Authors" list. Now he's back with Dust Eaters North, an epic, globe-trotting, zombie adventure novel with a twist. "You aren't lucky enough to die."
As the dead feed, an ill-equipped, untrained, desperate band of stragglers trudge 1700 miles north to Churchill, Manitoba. Rumors of a cure in China give them hope, but getting there after the world collapsed isn't easy. Dead villages, wild animals, unusual locals, -40 degree wind chill, and a lack of transportation pose obstacles even when
Eaters aren't present, but Eaters outnumber the living 600:1. Cray's characters are like you and me, thrust into a world of chaos without any prior training. Cray introduces us to an unlikely band of survivors: Buck, an Oklahoma oil field worker whose last hope depends on climate change Tara, a housewife and former advertising executive
thrust into the wilderness when her home explodes Cuba, a reformed gang member and inspiring Big Brother now forced to break a promise not to kill Fifty, a silent mountain of a man who is absolutely terrified of zombies Stokes, an alcoholic music professor still surprised to be alive The Kid, a Russian engineering student and the last
survivor of Winnipeg No super-soldiers here. "That human factor, the one that's often overlooked in the zombie genre, is a welcomed presence here, and adds a level of depth often missing in similar stories." - Jess Landry, The Horror Review With nothing in common but their homeless path, these six find ways to bolster and support each
other, to give hope in a hopeless world. "Those hopes become the sweetness that makes the story an adventure rather than an endless forced march through a killing field. The resolution, though horrifying, feels as earned as it is heartbreaking." - Publisher's Weekly Just like Red Sand, the horror of the novel is grounded in extensive research.
Things happen for a reason; nothing supernatural here. Survivors persist with realistic, practical methods you can learn from. "If you enjoyed 'The Zombie Survival Guide', you will enjoy reading this." - Ben Sanders Ronan Cray researched the book on location in Churchill, Manitoba in the dead of winter. While he didn't encounter any zombies,
he did eat moose and dogsled through the taiga. Now back in New York with most of his fingers and toes, he produces short films and documentaries when he isn't writing a sequel. Come along on a journey across continents in Cray's new Compass Series. Hopeful and horrifying, startling and relentless, Dust Eaters will haunt you long after
you turn the last page. Dust Eaters delivers!
Stand-up-Robert J. Randisi 1994 Miles Jacoby simultaneously tries to clear a comic of a murder rap and locate a witness who can get a friend of his out of prison
High Miles Club 3-In-1 Erotic Collections 3-Terri J. Pedersen 2016-07-11 A Collections of erotica stories: 1. High Miles Club Amanda and Melissa walked towards the rest of the crew that was gathered near the gate to the plane. The twins always made a few heads turn round. Tall, thin, but with generous curves, blond hair, fair skin, and the
most amazing blue eyes you have ever seen in your life they were simply gorgeous. Amanda was the vivacious and Melissa the quiet, silent one. Together they were a dynamic duo. As adults, they worked as stewardesses for the same airline but it wasn't common for them to work together on the same flight. But this time, they were. On board
was Drake Hunter, their high school crush. A devious plan was set by one of the sisters that would make their flight an unforgettable one... 2. The Vampire's Photographer For $50,000 and 2 weeks work, all she had to do was taking pre-wed pictures of her clients'. That was what she thought to be the best deal, or probably not.... "His hands
dropped my hair, and slid down to the towel that covered my naked body, and loosened it, watching it fall to the ground. So far, he hadn't uttered a word and I seemed unable to do it myself. I couldn't even move. His hands slid to my breasts and captured my nipples, squeezing them a little hard, ripping a surprised moan out of my lips. He
picked me in his arms and carried to the bed, lying me there, pulling my hands over my head and tying them with some strips of velvet that hanged from the headboard. He did the same with my ankles and soon I was tied to the bed, eagle spread and completely exposed to this man. I wanted to cry and call for help, but he had to have me
under a spell of some sort because I couldn't. I opened my mouth and the only thing that came out were moans." 3. Blackmailed Being blackmailed was never a good experience for anybody. Not when your most intimate forbidden affair was secretly photographed and used as a threat. There was no other way than confronting face to face with
the blackmailer....just to findpleasure
Dark Feathered Hearts-John Guy Collick 2016-05-07 "You shut us down in the darkness, you skin people oh so bright beneath your lovely skies. You buried us among the filth and the poison and the old machines and the chemicals." Max and Abby race against time to find the Machine Men and stop the creation of a mad god who will destroy
everything. Leading a rag-tag band of monsters, witches and exiles they make their way across an ancient wilderness shrouded in endless night. But in the centre of this desolation they come across one of their deadliest foes, and discover the true extent of the conspiracy against mankind. Only two choices remain, they can either set the
Giants that will form the deity's mind against each other, or they can risk everything on a journey to the very edge of their universe. Crysanthe spends her days hunting escaped mutants through the wood and canvas corridors of the Brittle Hag's starship, trying to forget her past in the endless labyrinth. The vast landscapes of the craft have
become her refuge, but the vessel is under attack from an unknown intelligence outside reality itself. The general and her Abhuman allies must survive long enough for her to beg the last alien gods to save humanity. Dark Feathered Hearts is the sequel to Thumb, Ragged Claws and AntiHelix and the final volume of The Book of the Colossus, a
gripping fast-paced science fantasy series.
Relinquish-Amy Miles 2013-12-30 The rising is over, but the war continues to rage. King Aloysius knows Illyria exists and will stop at nothing to possess her. Jealousy drives a wedge between Illyria and Eamon. When Bastien reveals himself as her guide into enemy territory, an ambush lands them in captivity. Illyria is faced with the truth that
she is not ready to face her destiny...or let Bastien go again.
The Edge of Brilliance-Susan Traugh 2016-07-19 Volatile and unstable, Amy stands at the precipice. Will she fall into the chaos and despair of insanity or ascend into brilliance and redemption? Amy Miles is fifteen and crazy. Or at least that’s her greatest fear. Her severe bipolar disorder, with its roller-coaster manic and depressive episodes,
is ruining her life. Yet in Amy’s mind it’s accepting the pills and therapy—not the disorder—that will brand her as ‘crazy’. When Amy lands in a residential psychiatric program, she befriends take-charge Mallory, and the two create family as they try to salvage the shards of their broken minds. While there, Amy also discovers that her illicit
drug use has robbed her of her ability to dance and she is forced to weigh how hard she’s willing to work to reclaim her lost talent and potential. But, despite a promising beginning, when Amy falls back into denial, the tragic consequences cannot be undone. Amy is left to decide whether to give up altogether or to accept her diagnosis and the
tools she needs to battle her disorder, to learn to dance again and to forge a new and improved version of herself. Will she step up to the edge of her brilliance and shine?
The Revised Reports-Frederick Pollock 1908
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